Your Premium Software
Database System for your
Rotary District or Club

Get DACdb at the cost of selecting just one of our Premium Modules

You Have a Choice and that Choice is DACdb

Your District may not be using DACdb: this doesn’t mean you can’t.
RI has developed options that allow the district to be using one option, while the club uses another. Let us tell you about our options...

Engagement

Project Tracking: Create a project with goal information, add other clubs to the project, create a contact list, upload documents, track member participation and contributions.

Track/Report Attendance Online: Setting up members is very easy. Tracking is entirely web-based. You can enter data anywhere there is Internet access!

Attendance/Volunteer Hours Reporting: You have a variety of reports at your fingertips.

Understanding Rotary’s attendance policies: Rule of 85, Make-up requirements to qualify, 100% attendance to name a few.

$9. Set-up
Cost $175. per year (Medium Size Club)

Finance

Work From Anywhere: Turn a spare moment into a productive minute. Send invoices or reconcile accounts anywhere you happen to be.

Share books with other Club/Districts Leadership: Your Club/Districts Leadership can access your books remotely to answer questions, fix problems, and do anything needed to get you ready for a meeting.

Access on a PC and Mac.

$197. Set-up
Cost $197. per year (Medium Size Club)

Easy & Beautiful Websites

Modern responsive design.
Functions optimally across multiple platforms (mobile, tablet, desktop).
Easily configured in many different ways with just a few clicks.
No knowledge of coding or website development is necessary!
Numerous designs from which to choose.
Integrated, easy to use configuration and editing administration panels.
And so much more...

$197. Set-up
Cost $259. per year (Any Size Club)

Call (720) 504-7300
www.DACdb.com

Offices Locations
Denver, CO  Houston, TX  Lansing, MI
Las Vegas, NV  Myrtle Beach, SC/Wilmington, NC